
 
 

 

Winner Coffee Professionals Cup: Ulf Dahlberg with the ETNA Dorado 

The Coffee Professionals Cup was held the 18th of September for the fifth year in a row, arranged by Nestlé 
Professional. The contest determines who makes the best vending machine coffee. The competition was 
strong and the contestants held a high level of competence even this year.  Ulf Dahlberg from Skövde was 
crowned the winner with the ETNA Dorado espresso machine.  

The seven contestants had four hours to adjust and set their coffee machines. The actual competition consisted 
of preparing five different kinds of coffee within ten minutes. The five coffees were black coffee made from 
Zoégas, black coffee from Nescafé, a cappuccino, an espresso and an optional Signature Drink where ingredients 
were selected from a predetermined basket. The coffee drinks were judged on both quality and creativity. The 
competition sets high demands on accuracy, knowledge and speed. 

The participants in the competition are getting better and better every year. It was a very exciting race with a 
high level of expertise. All competitors showed us that vending coffee can taste amazing says Ellinor Persson, 
Nordic Marketing Manager Nestlé Professional.  

Tips from the pros: How to make the tastiest table top vending coffee 

1. Machines that brews with whole beans that are grinded just before the coffee is brewed gives better 
tasting coffee. 

2. Use 100% milk, like real milk or milk powder, try to avoid vegetable compensation. 
3. If the coffee is heated on the plate it will quickly destroy the flavor, it’s better to keep the coffee in a 

thermos where the flavor is preserved for several hours. 
4. too quick of a brewing gives a watery coffee, if it’s too slowly brewed it often gives a bitter taste. It is 

important to get the right brewing time. A good cup of coffee requires the perfect time. 
5. Cleaning is important. A good tip is to assign a couple of coffee ambassadors in the workplace that are 

taught how to clean the machine and can keep it fresh between coffee provider visits. 
6. It is important that the grinding of the coffee beans is rightly adjusted for the different drinks 

Congratulations to Ulf Dahlberg for winning this competition! 

More information on: http://www.nestleprofessional-nordic.com/se/media/pressreleases/han-g%c3%b6r-godaste-automatkaffet 
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